Restructuring of hydrophobic surfaces created by surfactant adsorption to mica surfaces.
Hydrophobic surfaces created by the adsorption of a monolayer of surfactants, such as CTAB or DODAB, to mica display long-range mutual attraction when placed in water. Initially, this attraction was considered to be due to hydrophobic interaction, but more careful measurements using AFM showed that the surfactant monolayer undergoes rearrangements to produce charged patches on the surface; therefore, the nature of the long-range interaction is due to the electrostatic interaction between patches. The monolayer rearrangement depends on the nature of the surfactant and its counterion. To study possible monolayer rearrangements in molecular detail, we performed detailed molecular dynamics computer simulations on systems containing a monolayer of surfactants RN(CH(3))(3)(+)Cl(-) (R indicates a saturated hydrocarbon chain) adsorbed on a mica surface and immersed in water. We observe that when chain R is 18 carbons long the monolayer rearranges into a micelle but it remains a monolayer when the chain contains 24 carbons.